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Abstract. Local field potentials (LFPs) are derived from many thousands of neurons. As such, they may enable longlasting and stable control signals for brain-machine interfaces (BMIs). Here we assess the stability of LFPs in
primary motor cortex of 2 monkeys during 2-D cursor control using an LFP-based BMI. Using a biomimetic BMI
decoder without retraining or adaptation, monkeys exhibited high performance that remained stable for over 11
months. Offline, we examined the stability of the LFP features by computing decoders of the brain-controlled cursor
velocity from individual features in each session and using them to decode the velocity in the last session. Many of
the LFP features showed high correlation with the cursor velocity which grew increasingly stable for over 11
months. This suggests that the monkeys learned a stable mapping between motor cortical field potentials and
outputs, and that LFPs will provide a highly stable signal source for BMIs.
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1. Introduction
Brain machine interfaces (BMIs) offer the potential to help people paralyzed from spinal cord injury or stroke
regain function. BMIs using action potentials (spikes) from individual neurons as inputs have evolved to the point of
early human studies in people with tetraplegia. However, it is unclear whether current recording technologies have
the ability to record spikes from many neurons for the decades that a successful device will require. Local field
potentials (LFPs) are almost as informative about movement as spikes [Mehring et al., 2003; Bansal et al., 2011;
Flint et al., 2012b] and may have better longevity [Flint et al., 2012a].
Greater stability of signals would allow less frequent BMI decoder recalibration. In this study we evaluate the
long-term stability of both BMI performance and LFP signals during control of a computer cursor using a static,
biomimetic decoder of LFPs over 11 months. Biomimetic decoders are trained on cortical signals during actual
behavior. We find evidence that both performance and the behavior of LFPs themselves remain stable during BMI
use over a period of at least 11 months. It has been shown that single-unit spikes remain stable during natural
movement and spike-based BMI use over a period of 1-2 days and 19 days, respectively [Chestek et al., 2007;
Ganguly and Carmena, 2009].

2. Methods
All procedures were approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
We recorded LFPs using 96-channel electrode arrays in primary motor cortices of two rhesus monkeys. We trained a
Wiener cascade decoder of reach velocity from LFPs recorded during a 2-D random target pursuit reaching task with
the contralateral arm. We used the smoothed time-domain signal (local motor potential, or LMP [Mehring, 2004])
plus the power within each of five frequency bands (0-4 Hz, 7-20 Hz, 70-115 Hz, 130-200 Hz, and 200-300 Hz) as
features from each electrode, and selected the 150 features with highest absolute correlation coefficient as inputs to
the decoder [Flint et al., 2012a]. Monkeys used the BMI to move the cursor in the random target pursuit task.
Monkeys trained on the task at least 3 days per week for over 11 months. BMI control with other BMI decoders was
also performed on some days but not analyzed here. Performance was assessed by success rate and average time to
target.
To evaluate LFP stability, we built Wiener decoders using each of the 150 features included in the BMI, similar
to [Chestek et al., 2007]. These sets of single feature decoders (SFDs) were built after each experimental session of
LFP-based BMI control. The SFDs were used to predict velocity using data from the very first LFP control session.
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Performance of the SFDs (measured as the correlation coefficient, R, between predicted and actual BMI control
velocity) was used to assess the stability of each feature during BMI control over time.

3. Results
Performance during BMI control was high: time to target was 0.2 sec/cm (mean over 2 monkeys), comparable
to levels for spike-based brain control in the literature. This performance remained stable or improved for a period of
over 300 days for both LFP and MSP brain control. Single feature decoder performance was highly stable in many
LFP features during this period, and became even more stable over time. This was particularly true of LMP features,
many of which had R values with the output exceeding 0.5, but also true of a few hi-gamma band features as well.

4. Discussion
LFPs can be used to control a biomimetic BMI with high performance that was stable over at least 11 months,
far longer than has been shown previously. Moreover, many of the LFP features behaved stably during BMI control
over 11 months. The LMP, notably, showed the highest correlation with the brain-controlled cursor and the most
stability over time. This could perhaps be related to the high number of underlying neural generators contributing to
the LMP being more robust to change. Thus, users appear to form a cortical map during LFP-based BMI use that is
stable for nearly a year. This is similar to the stable map seen in [Ganguly and Carmena, 2009] with highly-selected
single-unit spikes; however, the stability lasted much longer here. This stable map was formed despite the fact that
the monkeys also used several other BMI decoders during the study period. Thus, monkeys were able to switch
among biomimetic BMIs with ease and still retain a stable cortical representation of the BMI task. This bodes well
for long-term BMI use with LFPs without need for frequent recalibration or adaptation.
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